
----- Forwarded Message ---- 

From: John Luker <jcluker2@...> 

To: margery brown <probationdiva@...>; Susan Callery <SCallery@...>; Rick Brausch 

<RBrausch@...>; Dan Hirsch <cbghirsch@...; Linda Adams 

<LAdams@...>; louise.rishoff@... 

Cc: Larry Clough <lhclough@...>; Linnea Luker <Linnea.Luker@...>; Bonnie Hale Klea 

<bonnie1@...>; Alec Uzemeck <alecmu@...>;hollyhuff1@...; MICHAEL COLLINS 

<mlcreporter@...>; Daniel Wiseman <dwisemanmd@...> 

Sent: Fri, April 30, 2010 1:16:26 PM 

Subject: Re: [TheRocketdyneInformationSociety] Re: DTSC Listening Sessions 

 

Well, 

 

I "yelled". Right! Good thing there were a number of other intelligent and rational people 

who were present at that table. 

 

The CAG issue is dead. The decision has been made. As far as I can tell DTSC has 

REPEATEDLY given her all the reasons needed to make her satisfied. She will never 

quit. 

 

She should s*** or get off the pot about filing her writ. Take DTSC to court or SHUT 

UP! This is no longer about SSFL and the cleanup or even about the CAG... it's all about 

Christina. She has made herself the center of attention and she's basking in it. The 

demands she is making on DTSC has ground this investigation, virtually, to a halt. This 

has gone on for far, far too many months, and I, for one, am tired of hearing about it. 

 

There are only five people demanding a CAG, as far as I can see. Her, Bill, Delainie, 

Mary and Sue. They are definitely in the minority. Everyone else has either 

beenthreatened with legal action, insulted, yelled at, called names, received threatening e-

mail, told they should be fired or in some way bullied into silence. For reference, please 

read the letter from PSR-LA to Christina that she published on RIS. No one is speaking 

up because a public flame war will instantly develop and it will be SO counter 

productive. It's getting harder and harder for me to hold my tongue, but I feel that the 

moment I speak I will be attacked, or worse, my WIFE will be attacked AGAIN!!! I 

would like to post this on RIS, but once again, I do not have the energy to deal with the 

resulting flame war! Rational dialog and reasonable compromise are impossible. 

 

I ABHOR bullies! 

 

As I've stated repeatedly, I AM in favor of a CAG, BUT, no one in this community has 

the necessary leadership skills to establish and run THIS one, myself and Dan Hirsch 

included. Certainly NOT Christina. If she DID have those skills, the CAG would have 

been up and running months ago! The logical alternative is to expand the DTSC 

Technical Meetings to become more CAG-like. That is a goal that I have the utmost 

confidence in DTSC, Rick Brausch and Susan Callery to achieve. I completely 



understand the reasons and rationale behind the Listening Sessions and I'm very happy 

that DTSC has held them. 

 

DTSC, since 2007, has been the best friend this community has had. Keep up the good 

work. There, at least, is one vote of confidence. 

 

Peace, 

John Luker 

xxx xxx-xxxx 

 

Expect nothing! Blame no one! Do something! 


